
Number Summary Status Component Fix Version

5467

Copy of PM, after edits to Code and Name, do not appear as fields in 

search if used as a field in PM numerator/denominator of another PM

Still working 

on it

Performance 

Measure Module

5466

In performance measures, "Received subservice", if edited after save, 

loses valid value

Still working 

on it

Performance 

Measure Module

5465

In performance measures, "Has Service Code" and "Has Diagnosis Code" 

do not find imported SNOMEDCT codes.

Still working 

on it

Performance 

Measure Module

5464 Logout/expired token happening before it should

Still working 

on it

User Interface 

(General)

5463

Datetime error occurs when running reports if DOB is included in a PII 

restricted group and user is included in that group

Still working 

on it Custom Reports

5462 RSR Stress Test fails in tester for build 112w Fixed

5460

Cross Provider ART, labs fields are editable and does not display the 

correct setting in build 112w. Fixed

5459 Error clicking cancel when editing schedule for PDE

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

5457 Form Designer throws error when clicking out of Find Control screen

Still working 

on it Form Designer

5455

Selecting Deceased before changing Enrollment Status  leaves Case Fixed 

Date greyed out

Still working 

on it Demographic

5454

Retested and the update worked correctly Contract Start Date and End 

Date remain unchanged when importing metadata Fixed PDI/PDE

5453

Female HIV+ Clients with OAHS in the RSR Viewer are missing 

Transgender MtF clients

Still working 

on it RSR

5452 RSR Validation report displays incorrect result for check 233

Still working 

on it RSR

5451 Error clicking "Compare/Validate RSR" in activity recorder. Fixed

Tester (Activity 

Recorder)

5450

Clicking Set filter for Funding Source Selection in the RSR Validation 

Report generates an error

Still working 

on it RSR



5449

Including Service Has Funding as  filter for the RSR Client or RSR Validation 

Report generates an error Fixed RSR 112u

5448 Issues with submit password screen during login

Still working 

on it

Client/Server 

Connection

5447

Error occurs when clicking Submit after user name is submitted and 

password is blank.

Still working 

on it

Client/Server 

Connection

5446 Performance Measures title length issue

Still working 

on it

Performance 

Measure Module

5445

Users are able to save begin dates and end dates for custom reports 

outside of the date range generating an error

Still working 

on it Custom Reports

5444 Enrollment status in ADAP domain displays incorrect value

Still working 

on it Enrollment

5439

User requested option to set properties for container label including font 

size

Still working 

on it Form Designer

5437 Exports of insurance assessments seem slow

Still working 

on it Anual Review

5436 SQL error deleting a client with out of pocket expense records Fixed

5435 SQL error deleting a client with a custom pregnancy record Fixed

5434

Clicking the link for change/view insurance assessment in a form can lead 

to the form not saving Fixed Form Designer

5433

Error adding custom form to client if Annual Insurance Assessment is 

active in the form Fixed

Provider/User 

Manager

5431 Insurance Assessments Back Loop Fixed 112r

5427 Error importing insurance assessment records

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

5425

Add the tdi last value table to the list of tables that the values are 

excluded from the log

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

5424 Truncated error for notes in cw_tdi_last_updated table for imports.

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

5422 Change in screening score custom report field returns 0, expected 100 Fixed Custom Reports 112o

5421 Error when updating Enrollment Status in testbox Fixed Enrollment 112l



5420 Error when updating Active Enrollment Status to Inactive/Case Fixed Fixed Demographic

5419 More Insurance Assessment Bugs Fixed 112l

5418 Insurance Assessment Bring Forward not working with the coding system Fixed 112l

5417

Secondary insurance checkboxes are enabled when No Insurance is 

selected as the primary insurance. Fixed Anual Review 112l

5416

Service Rules that refer to deactivated or deleted custom fields throws a 

null reference error

Still working 

on it Services

5415

BT error clicking "Manage" from custom subform setup list when no list 

row is selected Fixed Custom Fields

5414 Insurance Assessment Bugs Fixed 112k

5413

Error saving custom form record when validating numeric custom field 

with JSON value represented as a string Fixed Form Designer

5410

Annual Cap on Charges amount is calculated from household poverty 

level, HRSA docs state it should be from individual poverty level

Still working 

on it Cap On Charges

5409 Error printing RSR viewer list

Still working 

on it

User Interface 

(General)

5407

HTTP server must host dygraph.min.js.map or else this reference should 

be removed Fixed HTTP Server

5405

Contract and default quantity are populated in form designer when the 

service container checkbox is not checked.

Still working 

on it Form Designer

5403 Error importing custom fields with nearly 50 characters

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

5402

Form designs assigned by group and provider are visible at all providers 

where the user has that permission group Fixed Form Designer

5401 JS error saving form record: cannot read property trim() of undefined Fixed Form Designer

5400 Error when attempting to add a form record Fixed Form Designer

5399 ADAP Drug payments fields not populating in client record

Still working 

on it ADAP

5397 CSV Export downloads as a TXT file instead of CSV file Fixed

Provider/User 

Manager



5395

Refresh of Find Client screen after searching for a client record returns 

incorrect client record Fixed Find client 112j/118

5394

The SQL calculation for Last Qualitative Lab Value is incorrect when Cross-

Provider is used Fixed Custom Reports 112j/118

5393 All other Has Code subfilters do not filter by system Fixed Custom Reports 112j

5392 Has Lab Code Subfilter does not filter by system Fixed Custom Reports 112j

5390

Larger PDI files of greater than about 100mb load but are not processed 

when Load File is clicked. Fixed PDI/PDE 112j/118

5389 Merge referrals duplicates

Still working 

on it Client Merge

5388

First Name or Preferred Name is displayed twice in the client search 

results list Fixed Client Search

5385

404 error when custom report is run as PDF and there are no rows in the 

document Fixed Custom Reports 112j/118

5384 Unable to return to Possible Matches after clicking Go To Client Fixed Add Client 112j/118

5383 Bring back Shared/Not Shared service custom field values from CW 5

Still working 

on it Custom Fields

5382

Business Tier URL returns an empty JSON object for GET requests with 

random paths (change to 404) Fixed

Client/Server 

Connection

5381 Group Rapid Entry pagination error at Verify Add Service Fixed Services 112j/118

5369 Error clicking New Service for buttons in Rapid Service Entry Fixed

Group Service 

Wizard 112j/118

5368

Validation error not displayed when opening empty form record with 

service for client with case Fixed date before today. Fixed Form Designer

5367 Error clicking "Import Details" from PDI Import History list Fixed

5366 Error opening PDI Import Settings Fixed

5365 Search function error in Financial Report Fixed Reports (canned) 112j/118

5364 Financial report does not show funding sources in the provider domain. Fixed Reports (canned) 112j/118



5363

Users are able to activate a custom field for All Service Categories and 

individual service categories for referrals leading to errors. Fixed Custom Fields 112j/118

5362

The screen scrolls all the way to the top of the form after deleting a 

control. Fixed Form Designer

5360

Data entry field too small to display maximum length for subservice short 

and long names

Still working 

on it Contracts

5359 Error deleting subservice if there are attached service codes Fixed Contracts 112j/118

5358

If user manage/edits a Performance measure, the name of that 

performance measure is listed at the top of the PM page Fixed

Performance 

Measure Module 112j/118

5357 Error adding PDI import when matching on custom field

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

5356

RSR field ClientReportHealthCoverage/MedicalInsuranceID always 2 even 

when insurance assessment is not Medicare. Fixed RSR

5355

Fix insurance Assessment. When â€œother insuranceâ€• is selected, the 

text box does not activate. Fixed Anual Review 112j/118

5354

documentErrors captured by tester during recording are incorrectly 

displayed as having occurred during playback Fixed

Tester (Activity 

Recorder)

5351 Financial report sort order for checkbox, "Group report data by provider" Fixed Reports (canned) 112j/118

5350

Form design pages may appear out-of-order after upgrade from CW5, 

with no way to change order in designer. Fixed Form Designer

5349 Auto user retirement prefix option Fixed

Provider/User 

Manager 116

5347 Rounding units in Third Party Billing not working Fixed Third Party Billing

5346

Error when clicking Bring Forward for year 2021 Insurance Assessment 

records Fixed Anual Review

5345 PDI Automatic imports error with scheduled imports

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

5344 Blank value triggers form designer rule action for date field Fixed Form Designer

5343 Clicking the Back button opens Add for Billing Insurer Setup Fixed Third Party Billing



5342 Correct description of "Date Fixed" report field Fixed Custom Reports

5341 Deleting PDI does not handle all custom fields and has memory bombs Fixed PDI/PDE

5340 Error deleting client Fixed Demographic

5339

Error running RSR from Central Admin when Provider Name is not 

selected Fixed RSR

5338

Error running RSR in build 115 thrown in 

RSR_ReportData.GetSelectionPart7() Fixed RSR

5337 Activity recorder captures differences from identical documents Fixed

Tester (Activity 

Recorder)

5335 Turn On Custom Names not responding in Central Administration Fixed Medications

5334

Error importing metadata when a custom service field is active for a 

service category Fixed PDI/PDE

5333

Clicking Activate for a single service in Billable Service Setup generates an 

error Fixed Third Party Billing

5332

Immunization series number fields are not updated when vaccine 

definition changes in empty and single immunization screens. Fixed

5331

Allow data entry on Client Summary (Feature request from Jennifer 

Kunkel)

Still working 

on it Client Summary

5330

HSMED2 validator reports incorrect severity for Background UpdateType 

validation. Fixed

5329

Custom check box fields added to page have incorrect background-color 

and border-style attributes Fixed

5328

Selecting AliceBlue for Title Text Color for Provider Summaries results in 

the title disappearing.

Still working 

on it

Provider 

Summary

5327

The posiiton field for format records saves the order it was added rather 

than the value entered for postiion

Still working 

on it HL7 Lab Import

5325

Typing the word missing in the search field displays each questions 

missing row except Q6

Still working 

on it RSR

5324 Eliminate in-memory data caching in FDJson.instance

Still working 

on it



5323

Failed validations are not displayed when clicking "Save And Continue" on 

form record, only for "Save And Exit" Fixed

5322 Quarterly custom fields not saving in form designer Fixed

5321 PDI should be able to map states based on Name or Abbreviation

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

5320 PDI should be able to map counties based on name and state

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

5319

Error clicking "Back" from Activity Recording Differences list after 

previously setting new baseline. Fixed

Tester (Activity 

Recorder)

5318

Error clicking "New Baseline" for activity recording doc differences: "No 

recording selected" Fixed

Tester (Activity 

Recorder)

5317

Service custom field value does not persist if subservice is changed to a 

subservice without the custom field and then back again. Fixed Services 112g/116

5316 Error editing date for existing service. Fixed 112g/116

5314

Can't add controls in form designer to a container for a test whose test 

definition has been added since the last server restart. Fixed Form Designer

5313

Cancel button doesn't work if the criterion has not values to populate the 

drop down list

Still working 

on it Custom Reports

5312

Subfilter button missing for Subservice Count in Span after saving as filter 

for Financial Report

Still working 

on it Reports (canned)

5311

Error occurred uploading the HIVQM to the EHB due to invalid column 

header for Min Age and Max Age Fixed

Performance 

Measure Module 112g/116

5310

Error occurs uploading HIVQM to EHB due to Records Reviewed value is 

less than the denominator Fixed

Performance 

Measure Module 112j/118

5309 Cannot do ADAP PDI in either ADAP domain or Central Admin

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

5308

Demographic report fields controls in form designer can't differentiate 

between two field selections with the same column source. Fixed



5306

Services in form designer do not default to default price and quantity for 

subservice Fixed

5305 Error deleting Source from PDI Source Setup

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

5304 Error adding immunization container to form design Fixed

5303 Eligibility errors in build 114 Fixed 115

5302 Lock missing for Financial Report filter

Still working 

on it Reports (canned)

5301 File numbers are not always contiguous on HSMED2 report. Fixed

5300

HSMED2 report and validator throw error when finding Parent/Child 

enrolled child info Fixed

5299

HSMED2 report and validator throw error when Background Initial Date 

of Completion is not set Fixed

5298

Avery 5160 labels printed using the Mailing Labels Report are running off 

the page and the font is too small

Still working 

on it Reports (canned)

5295

Add once a month (qm) and twice a month (bim) to medication 

frequencies Fixed Medications 112f/114

5294 Add injection to medication forms Fixed Medications 112f/114

5293 Users unable to activate a User Notice once deactivated

Still working 

on it

User Interface 

(General)

5292 User Notices cannot be deleted

Still working 

on it

User Interface 

(General)

5291

Text of User Notices is cut off in display. The display box cannot be 

resized to display text

Still working 

on it

User Interface 

(General)

5290 Annual custom changes are not being replicated across providers Fixed Anual Review 112e

5289 Error adding code under Map Insurance Codes Fixed Setup 112e/114

5288

If there are more than one annual custom fields on multiple pages of a 

form design, only values entered in the last page can be saved Fixed Form Designer

5285

BT error importing a file where the service category Health Insurance 

Program (HIP) is missing from the exported file

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

5284

No result for custom report fields Quantitative Lab Percent Change, 

Quantitative Lab Amount Change Fixed



5283

User stated users still have access to client data in Central Administration 

after revoking access to those providers Fixed

Provider/User 

Manager

5282 Update attachment default settings Fixed Custom Fields 115

5280 HL7 Provider Activation not working in mid year release (BPHC) branch Fixed 114

5279

After clicking Save for a new criteria for a control rule the saved criteria 

are missing from the list Fixed Form Designer

5278

Compare Value message box count  should match the number of results 

for the test selected for the control Fixed Form Designer

5277

Compare Value is displaying all test results instead of the test results for 

that control Fixed Form Designer

5276 Add Control Rules missing Edit Criteria button Fixed Form Designer

5275 Error viewing a client's form if a service is saved. Fixed Contracts 112b

5274 Error clicking Back on Control Rules Fixed Form Designer

5273 Users are disconnected within a few minutes while entering a Case Note Fixed Case Notes 112a

5272

jPROGHL7Socket user disconnected due 0 kb files generated by the 

socket app Fixed

HL7 Socket 

Interface 112b

5270 PDE error when Name is not checked error occurs in year 2020

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

5269

Filtering the financial report with a performance measure that includes a 

custom client field in the denominator results in a syntax error

Still working 

on it Reports (canned)

5268 Labels for subfilter date range are mismatched Fixed Custom Reports

5267 Error running custom report with Last Quantitative Lab Operator field Fixed Custom Reports

5266

Back menu item doesn't work for empty Labs, Screenings, Or Screening 

Labs. No way to navigate away without saving a record. Fixed Labs 114

5264

Editing a medication record throws error: "Violation of PRIMARY KEY 

constraint 'PK_cw_medication'..." Fixed Medications

5263

Can't enter an ICD9 diagnosis after entering a diagnosis date before the 

common storage date value ICD10ConvertDate Fixed Diagnosis 114



5262

TST screening with action TB Prophylaxis does not affect custom report 

field "Screened For TB" Fixed Custom Reports

5260

OI Prophylaxis medication for M Tuberculosis does not appear in custom 

report for the field "1st start date of TB treatment" Fixed Custom Reports

5259 Contract delete error

Still working 

on it Contracts

5254

Clients with enrollment status Inactive and case Fixed date set still appear 

in client search with Active Only selected. Fixed Client Search 112a

5253

Error attempting to save an existing subfilter for report field "1st start 

date of TB treatment"

Still working 

on it Custom Reports

5251 Saving form design control properties has no effect Fixed 112a

5248

Error returning to list of medications after entering medication triggered 

by service entry Fixed Medications

5247

Last OAHS visit is using the date the report is run rather than the date 

span selected to calculate the number of clients

Still working 

on it RDR

5245

When opening the client record for an HSMED2 failed validation for 

Parent/Child data: "Invalid HSMED2 form design: Parent/Child" Fixed

5244

When opening the client record for an HSMED2 failed validation, the 

demographics page is loaded instead of the list of forms. Fixed

5242

Configure Service Matching Custom Fields missing from PDI Import 

Settings

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

5241

Review Date Subfilter missing for HIV Positive in Provider Data Export 

Client Filter

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

5240 Add medication form to CSV templlate

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

5239 PII data included in Add Client error for duplicate key error for the URN. Fixed Add Client

5238

Date Diff filter generates an error when 2nd To Last Lab Date is selected 

as a subfilter

Still working 

on it Custom Reports

5237

Users are able to save services with a future date which should be 

restricted Fixed Services

5236

Navigation buttons missing for primary insurance for insurance 

assessments when editing

Still working 

on it Anual Review



5235

Error missing primary insurance if insurance setup has multiple insurance 

types mapped to an RSR type Fixed Anual Review

5234 Password field lengths do not match across the system Fixed

Provider/User 

Manager

5233 Maximum password length should be 100 Fixed

Provider/User 

Manager

5232 Emergency Password Reset does not enforce password policy Fixed CW Admin Utility

5231

Error clicking "Insurance Assessments" menu item after restoring from 

clean db backup

Still working 

on it Anual Review

5230

Last selected control in form designer can't distinguish between controls 

of the same type in different containers.

Still working 

on it

5229 Hospital Admissions in Period field bug in Custom Reports Fixed Custom Reports

5226

Documents for Manage Sharing Docs missing button in the Provider to 

view shared documents

Still working 

on it Data Sharing

5225 Make an append option when copying custom fileds Fixed Custom Fields 111

5224 Error switching providers Fixed

User Interface 

(General)

5223

User requested the permission View/Edit Masked Custom Fields be split 

into two permissions

Still working 

on it

Provider/User 

Manager

5222 Central Custom Tab menu should not have a Copy link Fixed Custom Fields 111

5221 Alt. phone 1 field in custom reports throws error Fixed Custom Reports 111

5220 inline section headers are pushed to the botton of document pages Fixed

User Interface 

(General)

5219

Form Designer Annual Screening control is hard to read because of styling 

issues.

Still working 

on it Form Designer

5213

Clicking cancel when editing a formulary item results in the message No 

NDC is selected Fixed

5212 Client resolution fails when there are multiple demographic custom fields Fixed

5211

When you add a contract, the browser sends you to the contract list. It 

should send you to the contract manage screen Fixed Contracts



5210

Poverty level history innacurately shows using last years calculation for all 

existing records when the poverty level for the current year hasn't been 

input Fixed Poverty Levels

5209 Poverty Level Assessment shows "(using 2020 numbers)" for all records Fixed Poverty Levels

5208

Returning to list after adding new form design rule criterion throws BT 

errors Fixed Form Designer

5207

CAREWare spaces out records to fill the page regardless of how few 

records are listed. Fixed

User Interface 

(General) 112d/e

5206 ADR does not display dispensed medication for client

Still working 

on it

5203 Crosstab demographics report does not produce any results

Still working 

on it Custom Reports

5201 Combobox values are blank after saving in services Fixed Custom Fields

5200

Error instead of quality check message when deleting a subservice from 

the subservice manager if a custom service field is active for that 

subservice Fixed Contracts

5199

Error instead of quality check message when deleting a subservice from 

the subservice manager if appointments were entered for that service Fixed Contracts

5197

Error viewing client list in RSR Viewer if a client has an Alt2. Phone value 

and is missing the Alt1. Phone value Fixed RSR

5196 Subfilter date span text incorrectly shows an extra day in the date range Fixed Custom Reports

5194

Error adding test longitudinal container to form designer: Test definition 

with pk [pk] not found Fixed 102f

5193 No Encounter In X Days Reprt does not do multiple providers Fixed Reports (canned)

5191

If users check a funding source, run the financial report, and uncheck the 

funding source, the financial report doesn't run. Fixed Reports (canned)

5189

Form designs can't be selected for the Has Form report field in Central 

Administration unless set to universal. Fixed 111

5188 Error detaching relation when it is referenced by a custom form record Fixed



5184

Drug Payments cause CAREWare to slow down for all users when all 

NDC's are added to the formulary Fixed ADAP 102e

5183 Custom eligibility fields blank when importing and exporting

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

5182

Error occurs when getting the subfilter for a filter criterion if the subfilter 

structure has had new cirterion added to it since the criterion was 

originally saved Fixed

Performance 

Measure Module

5178 ICD9 diagnosis definition upload button missing in CAREWare 6.

Still working 

on it Diagnosis

5176

Provider and Common notes restored from CW5 do no allow further data 

entry Fixed Case Notes 102H

5175 Unable to see uploaded attachments after saving Fixed PDI/PDE

5174 Zip Code needs to allow 10 characters. Fixed Demographic

5173

Adding a second form design image throws js error: Cannot read property 

'top' of undefined. Fixed Form Designer 102f

5172

Remove references to jQueryMigrate from CW javascript; make CW fully 

compatible with lastest version of jQuery. Fixed

User Interface 

(General) 102f

5171

Remove unsafe-inline content security policy directive from HTTP 

headers. Fixed HTTP Server

5170 Adding a slash in the Output File Name generates an error for the PDE Fixed PDI/PDE

5167

Subservice not selected when the user uses arrow keys and tab to 

complete the selection Fixed Services

5166

User reporting discrepency between total count of clients and Part D 

Details count of clients

Still working 

on it RDR

5165

Retired custom form design appears in list of form designs for which data 

can be entered for a client.

Still working 

on it Form Designer

5164 Custom Service Data Entry Rule is saved but does not appear in list

Still working 

on it Services

5163

Provider notes can save text pasted in however users cannot type to add 

text after Fixed Demographic 102H

5162

Custom service field attachments are missing the cw_custom_service 

field records Fixed Custom Fields



5161

Cw_county and exp_county are missing FIPS for territories Guam, Puerto 

Rico, and the Virgin Islands

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

5160

Non funded source returns Is RW Eligibile in Eligibility History link label 

when selected

Still working 

on it

5157

Imported insurance assessments are mapped to central when common 

data is off

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

5155 Error getting menu items for incoming referral Fixed Referrals

5152 Address CSP headers related to pentest feedback Fixed HTTP Server 102f

5150

Filtering reports using the date picker for custom field dates generates an 

error Fixed Reports (canned)

5149 Client IDs and merging clients

Still working 

on it

5148 Provider list at login navigation not working Fixed

Client/Server 

Connection

5147

Changing a service date to a date in the past does not cause the contract 

list to refresh. Fixed Services

5146

Required custom subform fields that are not entered do not trigger a 

failed validation on save. Fixed Custom Fields

5144 Provider mapping link needs to be moved to the top of the PDI menu.

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

5142 Merging attachments creates a corrupted file in the primary record Fixed Custom Fields

5141

Custom subform containers for tabs with a custom subform permission 

can't be added in form designer from Central Administration Fixed

5139 Form Designer Find Control error Fixed Form Designer

5138 Error thrown when attempting to add insurance assessment record Fixed

5137 Opening empty insurance assessment record to be added throws error Fixed Anual Review

5136

Viewing Insurance Assessments list for the first time after restore DB 

throws error Fixed Anual Review

5135 Page number does not reflect total number of pages. Fixed

User Interface 

(General)



5132 Test name for HRSA reporting not working for the RDR

Still working 

on it Screening Labs

5129 HL7 Client Mapping Issue Fixed HL7 Lab Import 102e

5128 Next page button not working in Group Rapid Entry for Verify Add Service Fixed

Group Service 

Wizard

5127 Change the way we populate empty attachment lists Fixed Custom Fields

5125 Referral report error in Print/Export link Fixed Referrals

5124 Client summary line graph y-axis-range is not initialized correctly Fixed Client Summary

5121 Funding source filter error in RSR Validation report Fixed RSR

5120 Group Rapid Entry quality check message is off the screen

Still working 

on it

Group Service 

Wizard

5119

Comma in Provider Name causes cell shift in HS Monthly Aggregate 

report Fixed Reports (canned)

5118

Going back after following "Change/View" links in an empty custom form 

and attempting to save the form record fails. Fixed Form Designer

5116 Date span filters include and extra day into the prior year

Still working 

on it Custom Reports

5115 cw_year_rft missing 2021 leading to data entry errors Fixed Services

5112 Remove "cnt_exp_ad_fk" field

Still working 

on it

5111 PPUID remains the same after the eUCI is changed Fixed Demographic

5108

Imported lab results with decimals are rounded rather than retaining the 

entire value up to the number of decimal places assigned for that lab in 

Clinical Setup

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

5105 Error matching on Client ID

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

5104 List of clients included on HSMED2 is determined incorrectly Fixed

5103 Error unflagging duplicate client records in Central Client Merge Fixed Client Merge

5102 Can't remove client relations from form designer relations container Fixed Form Designer

5100

Unable to delete a client from Name of Other linked PP from Background 

form Fixed Form Designer



5099 Change names of client summary list columns Fixed Client Summary

5098

DT Update to correct owner of default client summary to central 

administration if that domain is not already the owner. Fixed Client Summary

5097

Some providers do not appear in Client Summary provider assignment 

list. Fixed Client Summary

5096

Change error text "The default client summary for a domain cannot be 

assigned". Fixed Client Summary

5095 Table container div does not occupy the full height of MainPanel Fixed

User Interface 

(General)

5094

Only one CustomDefautlValue is displayed for a control even if multiple 

values were added. Fixed Form Designer

5093 Error editing CustomDefaultValue if the data field is blank Fixed Form Designer

5092 Error deleting CustomDefaultValues in Form Designer Fixed Form Designer

5090

Eligibility Status should be set based on the status as of today rather than 

changing when future dates are entered Fixed Demographic

5088

Date Diff field throws foreign key constraint violation when deleted from 

a filter Fixed Custom Reports

5087 Add an option to append report field select and filter templates Fixed Custom Reports

5085 Aggregate Report error when attempting to run

Still working 

on it Reports (canned)

5084

Report Engine does not properly check for complete subfilters. Ideally 

subfilters should be flexible and not force entries for every element. Fixed Custom Reports

5081 Unable to click next page for Central Client Merge Fixed Client Merge

5080

New Custom Combo box labels do not appear in the list of Client Services 

until there is a custom field activation/deactivation Fixed

5078

HIP services and service category missing from the database after 

enabling HIP Fixed Contracts 111

5075

Incorrect value in HSMED2 background file for RaceSingle when Asian is 

selected. Fixed

5074 Incorrect value for Last Qualitative Lab date

Still working 

on it Custom Reports



5073

Invalid values on HSMED-2 for HasUsualHealthcareSource and 

UsingCondom. Fixed Reports (canned)

5072

Error when "Find Control" is clicked in form designer when PPUID control 

exists on the page Fixed Form Designer

5071

Error thrown after selecting a lab type when attempting to add a new lab 

for a client. Fixed Labs

5069

Adding or editing a form design with any client personal info controls 

throws an error. Fixed Form Designer

5068

Filter criteria allows users to exceed max months before end date limit of 

120,000 without error Fixed

Performance 

Measure Module

5067

Entering an invalid date in Form Designer forms does not generate and 

error and the user needs to close the form unsaved after

Still working 

on it Form Designer

5066 Grace period before locking expired contract not saving in Contracts Fixed Contracts

5065 Client Summary assignment fails when done from a provider domain. Fixed Client Summary

5064

Importing a client summary to the same CAREWare instance it was 

exported from results in SQL error: insert failed due to duplicate key Fixed Client Summary

5063 Assigning a client summary to a provider doesn't work Fixed Client Summary

5062

no performance measure selected occurs when editing Performance 

Measure Aggregate Settings Fixed

Performance 

Measure Module

5061

Error running a report with Last Subform Field Value for subform combo 

box Fixed Custom Reports

5057 Healthy Start relation PPUID is not read-only in form designer. Fixed Form Designer

5056 Update PDI documentation and PDI Template on jprog.com

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

5055 Vital Signs are missing from exports Fixed

5053 Form Designer custom form fields size differences

Still working 

on it Form Designer



5051

Error when a relation is selected in form designer that has no custom 

relation db record. Fixed Form Designer

5050 HS PPUID does not generate Fixed Demographic

5049 Limit HS "Org ID" Agency Information field to 3 digits Fixed

Provider/User 

Manager

5048

RSR Viewer throws an error if the user attempts to view a client list after 

the viewer is open for 15 minutes. Fixed RSR

5047

RSR Viewer All percentages  in the viewer should be rounded to 1 decimal 

point, same with viewers CSV export

Still working 

on it RSR

5045 RSR Viewer Errors column sorts as text rather than as numbers

Still working 

on it RSR

5044

RSR "Viewedâ€• column does not save.  Example.  Look at a client.  Go 

back to list.  Go to next page or sort list, â€œXâ€• is lost"

Still working 

on it RSR

5042

Paging and sorting client lists takes around 40 seconds when browsing a 

RSR file for big providers

Still working 

on it RSR

5040

If a user has permissions to Edit Common Notes, they are unable to save 

the common note unless they also have the unrelated permission of Edit 

Address/Phone. Fixed

Provider/User 

Manager 111

5039

Has Custom Subform Field Value always shows an incomplete subfilter 

because the code adds an additional field/value pair Fixed Custom Reports

5038

Has Custom Subform Field Value displays incorrect criteria descriptions 

for checkbox fields Fixed Custom Reports

5037

Driver error adding Background Form custom subform fields as filters to 

performance measures. Fixed

Performance 

Measure Module

5036

Report Setup option View All Pages as a PDF Document exports HTML file 

instead of PDF Fixed Reports (canned)

5035

Custom Default Value User Full Name replaces the last value if a different 

user views the form

Still working 

on it Form Designer

5028

Date Created sorting for custom report copy is sorting by month instead 

of date Fixed Custom Reports



5026 Error editing Performance Measure Client List Settings Fixed

Performance 

Measure Module

5025

The value in defaultenrollmentstatusfordeceased appears instead of the 

entered enrollment status when user update deceased clients Fixed Demographic

5024

Error saving custom form ethnicity values when hispanic ethnicity 

checkboxes, combo box coexist on form Fixed Form Designer

5023 Error saving custom tab record for a new client in form designer Fixed Form Designer

5022

Financial report total clients count is incorrect when compared to service 

cateogry counts when selecting multiple providers and multiple funding 

sources Fixed Reports (canned)

5021

Crosss provider report permission changes do not update the report 

engine in real time Fixed Custom Reports

5019 The custom subform option, Tab to merge into, does not merge records Fixed Custom Fields

5018 Error deleting a client when the client has a relation with custom fields Fixed Custom Fields

5016 Client Summary bugs found/changes requested by John Milberg Fixed Client Summary

5015 Prescribed ART Client lookup list count is incorrect

Still working 

on it Reports (canned)

5014 Add "Save and View" link to form record data entry edit mode menu Fixed

5013 Cannot cancel out of Add Bar Graph screen in Provider Summaries Fixed

Provider 

Summary 94

5008

Merged clients attachments extension is incorrect leading to an erro 

when viewign the attachment Fixed Client Merge

5006 HL7 Queue Report Utility Reprocess Issue Fixed HL7 Lab Import

5005 Client Merge - Client deleted loop

Still working 

on it Client Merge

5003 User Action Transfer Timeout Issue

Still working 

on it



5002

Horizontal menu links in Form Designer remain disabled after clicking 

"Save" Fixed Form Designer

5001 Update the "Importing EHR Data into CAREWare" document Fixed

User 

Documentation

4998 Error saving custom client fields when invalid date is entered Fixed Custom Fields 102f

4996 System logs Export to CSV failing Fixed

User Interface 

(General) 102e

4994

Error thrown when attempting to pull up control properties list for label 

in build 92 Fixed Form Designer

4988 Error starting healthy start report task when only one provider is selected Fixed

4986

Double clicking Save from Demographics in Cllent Record brings up the 

Delete Client confirmation Fixed Demographic

4985

Clients with poverty level assessment are listed as unknown/unreported 

in RDR

Still working 

on it RDR

4984 Links need to be disabled on click to prevent double clicking

Still working 

on it

4983 Add Phone Type field to Custom Reports Fixed Custom Reports

4982 Masked field cannot be edited, even if the value is null

Still working 

on it Custom Fields

4980 Delete Filter still leaves delete button for report filter greayed out

Still working 

on it

Provider/User 

Manager

4979 Printing a custom form record only prints the first page in build 90 Fixed Form Designer

4977

Z-index and tab index properties are not viewable or editable in form 

designer control properties Fixed Form Designer

4975 RSR - Error viewing client list for line items Fixed

4974 Some standard fields in form designer are incorrectly marked as read-only Fixed Form Designer

4972 Date picker not working for questions in Healthy Start forms Fixed Form Designer

4971

DT Update 107.2 fails if any form designs have an "Error" property 

instead of "pages" Fixed



4968

Custom service fields are sometimes not available to add to form 

designer service container Fixed Form Designer

4965

Entering a service triggers the message to complete a referral for a 

referral already completed changing the completion date

Still working 

on it Referrals

4962

The attachment count appears ot be zero, even though there are 

attachments in the list for a referral Fixed Referrals

4957

Error when logging in due to lack of permissions for Provider Summary 

report Fixed Reports (canned) 90

4956

When race/ethnicity subgroup mappings are deleted when a custom 

form record is saved, an error is thrown when adding the delete to the 

change history. Fixed

User Activity 

Archive

4955 RSR schema versions other than 5.0 can't be evaluated by tester Fixed

Tester (Activity 

Recorder)

4954

Error generating a line graph for client summary when the client has two 

labs on the same date Fixed Client Summary

4953

Form Designs converted from CW5 can have "fk_col_val" values that are 

not of type String, causing an error to be thrown when adding controls to 

the affected container. Fixed

4950 Archive process updates for large databases Fixed

User Activity 

Archive

4948 Provider Summary Updates

Still working 

on it

Provider 

Summary

4947

Incorrect error message text in custom forms when user does not have 

permission to edit custom subform records. Fixed Form Designer

4945 Eligibility label does not consider data sharing Fixed

4943

Clicking Save in Service entry before selecting a contract or subservice 

throws error Fixed Services

4941 Client ID does not match the provider the user is logged into Fixed Client Merge 89

4940

Invalid column name error during PDE when a custom field with a short 

name (< 4 characters)  is included Fixed PDI/PDE 89

4939

Funding source manager lets you try to edit HRSA defined funding 

sources Fixed

4938 Provider Summary taking a long time to refresh

Still working 

on it Reports (canned)



4936 User Activity Data Transfer Issue with large database Fixed

User Activity 

Archive

4935

Invalid column name 'CountyLabel' when attempting to edit a county 

mapping

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

4934 Mapping issue for state primary key to FIPS causing invalid county error Fixed PDI/PDE

4933

usr_cs_mp_position does not belong to Table 1 error when accessing the 

Single User Summary in the user manager Fixed

Provider/User 

Manager

4930

When Third Party Billing is enabled, Provided By field displays employees 

without provider restriction. Fixed Third Party Billing 89

4929

No tests can be run in CW6 tester because user cwbt is not mapped to 

databases. Fixed

Tester (Activity 

Recorder)

4928

Add option to download recorded files when comparing file differences in 

Activity Recorder. Fixed

Tester (Activity 

Recorder)

4927 Provider list incomplete for sharing providers Fixed Data Sharing 89

4926

Case Note add service uses old service document calls and causes a 

javascript error Fixed Case Notes 89

4925 Review primary provider process in reports

Still working 

on it Custom Reports

4924 User Activity Archive Settings Issue Fixed

User Activity 

Archive

4923

supppress at jMultiTier.jMultiTier.jXMLLog.QueueMessage in error 

logging Fixed Error Reporting 89

4922

if mCWObjects.MapClientPK is set incorrectly, the client screen title can 

display the wrong domain Fixed Demographic

4921 Upgrade jQuery > 3.5 Fixed 89

4919 Provider delete updates needed

Still working 

on it Delete Provider

4918

Error adding a new billing claim when agency info or third party billing 

settings are not configured Fixed Third Party Billing

4917 View Client Details generates an error if a client is selected Fixed Client Merge 88

4915

Form designs and custom form records with many custom demographic 

report fields can take a long time to load

Still working 

on it Form Designer



4914

If two custom demographic report field controls are added to the same 

form design with the same field definition, the same data is shown in 

both controls.

Still working 

on it Form Designer

4913

Subservices set as inactive for a contract are still in the list when adding a 

service to a client. Fixed Services 87

4912 Client merge Client ID field syncs across all providers Fixed Client Merge

4911

Some form designer controls with the "visible" property set to false are 

not hidden in client data entry view. Fixed Form Designer

4910

Setting custom report as read only reverts totals to group by even if 

count was selected Fixed Custom Reports 91

4909

Validation error saving a client's mailing state after it is automatically 

populated when 'Include on mailing label reports' is selected Fixed Demographic

4908

Error adding provider summary chart if you don't choose a summary 

before clicking on the Configure Charts link Fixed Custom Features 89

4906

When the control property "visible" is set to false, there is nothing to 

indicate this in design view.

Still working 

on it Form Designer

4902

Trying to save non-numeric value in numeric custom fields in form 

designer does not give error or warning. Fixed Form Designer

4901 Case note entry error when adding a service Fixed Case Notes 89

4900 Healthy Start excel exe does not limit the number of events files Fixed

4899

BT error saving a custom form record when form design contains custom 

tab fields that are deactivated for the custom tab. Fixed Form Designer

4898

After adding a control to a form design, the added control is not always 

visible due to vertical scroll position.

Still working 

on it Form Designer

4897 The previous page button does not work for the provider list at login Fixed

User Interface 

(General)

4896 Renamed CW_Data database fails to backup within the interface

Still working 

on it Backup/Restore

4895 Error saving annual quarter record in form designer Fixed Form Designer

4893

Error selecting the <no value> option if there is a client with a value and 

one without

Still working 

on it Client Merge

4892 RSR Viewer Issue displaying paging controls Fixed RSR



4889

Central Custom Tab missing after fields activated Toggle search missing 

column for confirmation

Still working 

on it Custom Fields

4887 Array errors in pulling up client record after BT restart Fixed Find client 88

4886

Custom subform date is not populated with master date in a custom form 

record when UseMasterDate is set to True for the subform container Fixed Form Designer

4882

Score All Clients takes 36 hours to run on 18,000 clients consuming 25% 

to 50% of CPU during that period Fixed Client Merge 87

4880 Client Merge - option to keep all attachments for all attachment fields Fixed 88

4878

Js error after opening an empty custom form record, then clicking "Back" 

menu link. Fixed Form Designer

4877

BT error opening new or existing custom form record with hiv status 

controls when hiv status permissions are not held. Fixed Form Designer

4876

BT error opening new or existing custom form record with enrollment 

controls when enrollment permissions are not held Fixed Form Designer

4875

Error when there are relations custom fields and the user clicks "Find 

Control" in form designer. Fixed Form Designer

4874

Error when there are pregnancy custom fields and the user clicks "Find 

Control" in form designer. Fixed Form Designer

4873

Update date control to fill in the slashes like a masked text field or 

otherwise improve the date input control

Still working 

on it

User Interface 

(General)

4872

RSR comparison may not be reevaluated if cached evaluation is saved in 

recording database backup Fixed

Tester (Activity 

Recorder)

4871

BT error thrown only during playback of Client Annual Custom And 

Quarter Data Entry Test Fixed

Tester (Activity 

Recorder)

4870

Business tier error during tester RSR comparison: "RSR Comparison: 

version number not found" Fixed

Tester (Activity 

Recorder)

4869 Activity Recorder reporting issues unneeded differences during playback Fixed

Tester (Activity 

Recorder)

4868 BT error when assigning a centrally-owned user group to a form design Fixed Form Designer

4866 Report settings save invalid dates Fixed Custom Reports 84



4865 Business Tier error thrown when importing a client summary design Fixed Client Summary

4864 EHE Initiative Report total count incorrect Fixed Reports (canned)

4863

Only the first page of providers are shown in the provider assignment list 

in form designer Fixed

4858 Error sorting search results for Append Relation Fixed Relations

4856 PDI Client validation error for mailingstate Fixed PDI/PDE

4855 Issue with Exporting Diagnoses Definitions Fixed Diagnosis

4852 Error editing mapping for county records

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

4849 PDI - Error when importing file with missing service category table Fixed PDI/PDE

4841 XSS Issue with Provider Summary Title Fixed

Security 

(Automated)

4840

Vertical scroll position in form designer is not maintained across edit 

actions. Fixed Form Designer

4836

BT error when adding a custom report grid or an encounter grid to a form 

design. Fixed Form Designer 111

4835

List of form designs only updates retired status after users leave the list 

and come back

Still working 

on it Form Designer

4833 Hospital Admissions in Period generates an error in custom reports Fixed Custom Reports

4830

Saving custom tab values via custom forms executes one SQL transaction 

per field, possibly updating the same record multiple times. Fixed Form Designer

4828 Mapped CW values appear as missing mappings in PDI Fixed PDI/PDE

4827

Sorting the field name list is taking a long time and users can still select a 

field during the search which generates the undefined message. Fixed Custom Reports 79

4826

Labels in form designer without font-size explicitly set appear larger in 

CW6 Builds 76-78 Fixed Form Designer

4825

BT Error message logged when user does not have permission for a 

document, doesn't tell which permissions are required Fixed Error Reporting



4824 HTTP server logs are logging excessively

Still working 

on it Error Reporting

4823

Client demographic info for relation is saved with default values when the 

associated fields are not present in the relations container in form 

designer.

Still working 

on it Form Designer

4822

Add a manage link to the Medication Manage screen for 

enabling/disabling custom medication names. Fixed Medications 79

4821

Next page button not working for Assign Providers list when assigning 

providers to a permission group under a user account Fixed

Provider/User 

Manager

4820

PDI/PDE - metadata export and import does not handle active medication 

maps

Still working 

on it

4818

Labels in form designer can not display the characters < > & /  ' " (also 

affects other user-defined text in CW form designer)" Fixed

User Interface 

(General)

4817 Retiring users from inactive providers

Still working 

on it

Provider/User 

Manager

4815

If provider logo is missing or otherwise not configured properly 

Aj_handle_download missing file name nv6o92ffoe is generated in the 

HTTP log Fixed Setup

4812

Provider Summary appears even if unchecked under Customize Menu 

Items

Still working 

on it

User Interface 

(General)

4811 Client Merge - Referrals with combobox custom fields being rejected Fixed

4810 HTTP Server logs error l42pxrbexv every time a report is run Fixed HTTP Server

4807

The AllowedFileTypes document throws a document error during activity 

recording playback, but not when performing the action in the user 

interface. Fixed

Tester (Activity 

Recorder)

4804

Memo fields in custom form data entry view have the wrong width when 

the font-size property is set. Fixed Form Designer

4803

Backups creates a subfolder with todays date placing the backup file 

outside the file folder location for the SQL Server Backup/Restore 

directories Fixed Backup/Restore 87

4802 Form design records try to save multiple times

Still working 

on it



4801 Login Screen Shows GUIDs and Columns don't align with header Fixed

User Interface 

(General)

4800

Javascript error when using the nav path to return to the Custom Report 

Manage screen from the list of filter criteria Fixed Custom Reports

4799

Editing custom form record, changing selected relation, saving does not 

work Fixed

4798 Add Screening Labs and Case Notes to SQLSliceHelper

Still working 

on it Labs

4797 ADR - Application Approval Dateis counting as the Recertification Date

Still working 

on it ADR

4796

PDE Custom Field Setup list not showing all custom fields during 

navigation Fixed PDI/PDE

4795 If MLLP End bytes is missisn char 13 is omitted from thedefault setting Fixed

HL7 Socket 

Interface

4794

Custom fields activated for a specific subservice or category will not run 

in custom reports Fixed Custom Reports 76

4792 Exception in Schedule_Alert_Notifier crashing BT Fixed

4790 CW6Socket settings file issue Fixed

4789

Attachments from the secondary client download with an incorrect file 

type when viewed in the primary client after the merge Fixed Client Merge

4787 Third Party Billing Issue creating claims data set Fixed Third Party Billing

4786

Switch Provider Issue immediately after updating Provider Summary 

Setup

Still working 

on it

4784

Don't specify the Domain attribute for session management cookies on 

the CAREWare HTTP Server.

Still working 

on it

4783

Yes/No result for toggle search no listed as a column in Central 

Administration for Central Custom Tab Fixed Custom Fields

4782 Central Custom tab missing from clients in Central Administration Fixed Custom Fields 90

4781 Form Designer Add Issue

Still working 

on it



4780 Client Summary Display Issue

Still working 

on it Client Summary

4779 Error opening client on Testbox

Still working 

on it

4778

If the "Functional Status" custom field is added to a custom subform 

container in form designer, the control does not function correctly Fixed

4777

Make "change/view" links work in custom form edit mode, prompt to 

save before going forward. Fixed

4776

Horizontal menus in CAREWare should not scroll with the rest of the Main 

Panel. Fixed

4775

Have both "Save", "Save and Exit" menu items available in custom form 

record edit mode in CAREWare. Fixed

4773 Score All Clients takes a long time to complete

Still working 

on it Client Merge

4767

Case Fixed date is deleted if cln_date_case_Fixed is null in an import and 

Always update is selected in import settings Fixed PDI/PDE

4766

Control values appear more than once when a user searches for that 

value in the drop down list

Still working 

on it Custom Fields

4764

The task status windows disappear if the browser refresh button is 

clicked.

Still working 

on it

4762

Pregnancy History records with the value "Unknown" for any of the fields 

"ART Counseling ?", "ART Offered ?", or "ART Taken ?" are not displayed 

corrected in the list or when viewing, editing a single record. Fixed

4760 Primary Provider fields generates and error in a Labs report type.

Still working 

on it Custom Reports

4756

Duplicate key error for the PDE for mtd_custom_referential when the 

same value is used for more than one combobox

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

4755 Form Designer issues saving combobox results Fixed Form Designer

4752

Common notes allows more characters in the database than users can 

enter manually Fixed Demographic



4751

Add object driven way to concatenate sql statements in the select helper 

to avoid a NULL element from making the whole element NULL

Still working 

on it

4749

Add permission checks to the required data element check during the 

data entry menu load

Still working 

on it

User Interface 

(General)

4748 Labs with no units show the result as blank in the client lab list Fixed Labs

4747

Clicking back from the lab setup, screening lab setup, and screening setup 

lists after activating a test definition has no visible effect. Fixed

4746 Lists in CAREWare 6 often take a long time to search/filter Fixed

4744 Deleting records for patient does not get registered in Client History Fixed

4743 ADR version number is 62 instead of 70 in build 70 Fixed ADR

4740 HL7 Client Mapping Issue with invalid dates Fixed HL7 Lab Import

4739 Decimal Value Rounding for Lab values Fixed Labs

4738

After changing the provider name in provider setup, find client still 

displays the old provider name Fixed Find client

4737

Error adding client when custom field is active as a custom demo, custom 

service field, and is active for add client Fixed Custom Fields 75

4734

Semove Set Tags from the subservice manager horiizontal menu of Tge 

are not enabled.

Still working 

on it

4733

z-index and tab index control properties are not user-editable in form 

designer

Still working 

on it

4732

Test data is not saved correctly when multiple client test containers are 

present on a form design Fixed

4731 Need better messsage for date errors on the financial report. Fixed 75

4730 Error for clients missing disenrollment reason in ADR Viewer Fixed ADR

4728

User requested error include error detaisl instead of 404, when a case 

notes report gets an error due to no case notes found. Fixed Reports (canned)

4727 Automatic import files end up in malformed folder Fixed PDI/PDE

4726

Hide the "Incoming URL Lookup" from Client and Main menu http field 

setup screens

Still working 

on it

4725 Error when attempting to look up client via url query string

Still working 

on it



4724

Memo fields in form designer are sized, positioned slightly differently in 

design view than the way they appear in client record view. Fixed

4723

Form designer label text with two or more consecutive space characters 

shows only a single space in design view and on client record. Fixed

4719 Age filter critrion incorrect results for financial report Fixed Reports (canned) 74

4715 Error deleting custom reports or adding a PM as a filter Fixed Custom Reports 74

4713 Error creating 837p file Fixed Third Party Billing 74

4712 Deactivate button not working for Billing Service Setup Fixed Third Party Billing

4711

Message, "You must complete the subfilter before continuing", appears 

when clicking Next even if filters are complete

Still working 

on it Custom Reports

4710

Provider ID generates an errorr in HIVQual groups when non-numeric 

values are entered Fixed

Performance 

Measure Module 74

4709 Sorting by date sorts by month rather than the entire date value Fixed Immunizations

4708 Last service filter does not filter by Not/Null selection Fixed Custom Reports 74

4705

Male clients are appearing under No for question 64, Pregnant, in the 

viewer. Fixed RSR

4704

When editing missing mappings, the subservice label is repalced with the 

subservice code after the mapping is updated. Fixed PDI/PDE

4702 Immunizations Date sorts as a string Fixed Immunizations 74

4698 Adding a new form design throws javascript error in build 72. Fixed

4697 Delete User Group Error Fixed

Provider/User 

Manager 75

4696 Exporting medications geneates an error.

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

4695

Save button is replaced with Use Field when adding criterion in report 

filter

Still working 

on it Custom Reports



4694 Client Merge does not merge attachment lists for referrals

Still working 

on it Client Merge

4691 Rejected Records is generating 404 message

Still working 

on it Client Merge

4687 Financial report custom filter error

Still working 

on it Reports (canned)

4686

After clicking Sharing Attachment Requirement, Back changes the setting 

to On/Off instead of going back to the previous page

Still working 

on it

Provider/User 

Manager

4685

Horizontal menu for list of form designs in index.htm stays greyed out 

after opening the form designer tab. Fixed

4684

After a control has been deleted in Form Designer, the horizontal menu 

links are not disabled but remain greyed out in appearance Fixed

4683 Error Viewing medication in Medication Setup

Still working 

on it Medications

4682

Horizontal menu grayed out after activating services in Billing Service 

Setup

Still working 

on it Third Party Billing

4681

Back button grayed out after clicking Create and Download 837p files or 

test 837p files Fixed Third Party Billing

4680

Custom subform records added via new custom form record do not save 

text field values. Fixed

4679

Form fails to load in form designer when custom field checkboxes are 

present on the form Fixed

4678 Error clicking cancel when adding an Insurance Provider Setup record Fixed Third Party Billing 72

4677

RSR - First_Date_For_Service_Category stored procedure does not 

consider date span

Still working 

on it RSR

4676 Set to Last 2 Weeks changes the Acting User to a previous search value

Still working 

on it Reports (canned)

4675 Acting User list not working unless the user's provider is selected

Still working 

on it Reports (canned)

4673

Client and user are deleted during the add user message setup. Unable to 

save both, which generates an error clicking back

Still working 

on it

User Interface 

(General)



4672 Custom Report Field Setup is missing

Still working 

on it Custom Reports

4670

The bulletin message appears initially when saved, however does not 

appear again when logging back into CAREWare Fixed

User Interface 

(General)

4668 Client Merge, Browse Matched Clients error Fixed Client Merge

4667 Global User Issue for the Permission Reports Fixed Reports (canned)

4666 Global User Issue in Search Client Report Fixed Reports (canned)

4665

Accented letters entered as text values for custom service fields prevent 

users from opening service tab for the client

Still working 

on it Services

4663 User Action Report Bug Fixed Reports (canned)

4661

Vaccine list displays all immunizations regardless of activation or 

deactivation for that provider

Still working 

on it Immunizations

4658 ADR column sort Fixed ADR

4656 Custom subform record does not save when custom form record is saved. Fixed

4654

Multiple consecutive spaces in checkbox-label form designer control 

property are not displayed.

Still working 

on it

4652

Long Integer field size prevents translating decimal values for drug 

payment quantity

Still working 

on it DTM

4651

Drug Payment Units does not allow a decimal to be typed in. If a user 

edits 0.00 to include a decimal and presses tab, the value converts from 

0.50 to 5.00. Fixed Services 68

4649 Can't delete encounter grids from the list in form designer. Fixed

4648

Custom subform date button not placed next to date field in custom form 

data entry view. Fixed

4647

Clicking "View" from custom form record list makes BT request even if no 

custom form record is selected. Fixed

4646

PDI custom template includes an extra cst_ for custom field column 

headers Fixed PDI/PDE

4644

Form designs fail to load in form designer when they contain a custom 

report grid having the same select field listed twice. Fixed



4643 Issue with Breadcrumbs on ClientInformation Fixed

User Interface 

(General) 67

4642 Diagnosis Edit Error Fixed Diagnosis

4641

When the labs list is selected, clicking on the labs link again generates an 

error Fixed 68

4640

Find Client/Add Client sometimes go into the back link history on 

index.htm Fixed

User Interface 

(General) 66

4639

Multiple readonly controls added to a form design behave strangely when 

repositioned. Fixed

4638

BT error when accessing control properties for quarterly custom field in 

form designer Fixed

4637

BT error after clicking "Find Control" in form designer when form has 

quarterly memo, text fields. Fixed

4636

BT error when accessing control properties list for memo custom field 

control in form designer Fixed

4633

Adding a new form record fails due to BT error when done from a 

provider without the state field set for the provider address. Fixed

4632

Missing mappings for custom subform have a count in import details and 

no missing mappings listed when Edit mappings is clicked Fixed PDI/PDE

4631

Adding custom report controls to a form design or editing a form design 

with these controls requires Run Custom Report permission. Fixed

4630

CW5 form designs with controls having no Size property fail to be 

converted to CW6 format Fixed

4629 Error importing contract metadata Fixed PDI/PDE

4627 Error printing current page or all pages Fixed

User Interface 

(General) 65

4626 Export CSV (All Pages) Error Fixed

User Interface 

(General) 65

4625 Sorting filter lists by column often does not work in CW6 build 64 Fixed 65

4624

Configure Service Matching Custom Fields missing in PDI Configure 

Provider Fixed PDI/PDE



4623

In the form designer add control list, custom tab fields appear the 

number of times that the custom field is mapped to a provider custom 

tab when editing forms from Central Administration. Fixed

4622

User wants to be able to enter more than two digits after the decimal for 

ADAP Insurance services

Still working 

on it Services

4621 Sorting and next page not working for Custom Forms list. Fixed Custom Fields 67

4620

Editing demographics is generating a duplicate URN error instead of the 

window for changing the URN suffix. Fixed Demographic

4619 Ethnicity combo box control missing from CW6 form designer Fixed

4618

Form design controls inside a design tool box container are incorrectly 

positioned when converted from CW5 to CW6 format Fixed

4617

Race, ethnicity, and HIV risk factor fields in form designer are converted 

incorrectly from CW5 format Fixed

4616 RSR Viewer shows undefined for Category, Count, and Percent Fixed RSR

4614 ICD 10 Definition File Update should be done in a task.

Still working 

on it Diagnosis

4612

Active Only option for finding clients works differently when PII 

encryption is changed Fixed

4611 Unable to import composite custom reports Fixed Custom Reports 64

4610 Diagnosis list is slow to load Fixed Diagnosis 64

4609

When adding a service to a client, the contract list appears to be limited 

to 10 results Fixed Services 64

4608 Unable to export composite reports Fixed Custom Reports 64

4603

Delete Completed Records After Process also deletes the import log 

record

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

4602 Column Selection Next 20 button doesn't work for Services Fixed 64

4601

subservice label allows for 176 characters in the PDI template, however 

the tdi_subservice_map table only allows 100 characters for the label Fixed PDI/PDE



4599

Quality check message, No Poverty Level Assessment entered within the 

last six months is not visible if the window is adjusted to a smaller size.

Still working 

on it Demographic

4597

In form designer control properties, the read-only "Name" field shows 

custom field column name, not column description for custom fields Fixed

4595 Clicking next for service category list in referrals is not working Fixed Referrals 64

4593

Clicking back button after reviewing client in referrals list goas back to 

referrals buttons instead of filtered client list

Still working 

on it Referrals

4592 No client matching found error clicking back on client resolution screen

Still working 

on it Add Client

4591 Provider/Central Group Settings Error Fixed 64

4586

Error editing mappings in the PDI when records are deleted or 

deactivated Fixed PDI/PDE

4585 Custom Report Field Search box loses focus with each keystroke Fixed Custom Reports 64

4584 Scheduled PDE broken by changes in build 63 Fixed

4583

Next page button and search are not working for the provider selection 

screen when copying custom client tab controls to another provider Fixed Custom Fields 64

4581

Too many pending referrals causes the main menu to take minutes to 

load Fixed Startup 63

4579

Selected Clients count in Group Rapid Entry does not match number of 

clients checked under Select Clients list Fixed Services

4576

Add functionality to connect to SQL Server with Active Directory 

credentials

Still working 

on it Connection Pool

4575

Unduplicated count of clients for OAHS services exceeds the unduplicated 

count for all providers in the financial report

Still working 

on it Reports (canned)

4572 Unable to sort search system log results Fixed

User Interface 

(General) 85

4570 Current medications and Past Medications are incorrect Fixed Medications 63

4568 Combo Box (jPickLists) do not disable for non-editable columns. Fixed

User Interface 

(General) 63



4567 Counties in custom report filters are all listed and don't indicate the state Fixed Custom Reports 63

4566 Custom report multiple domains selection error

Still working 

on it Custom Reports

4563 404 error when viewing client merge report Fixed Client Merge 89

4562

Entering text in a memo field with multiple rows or extra spaces causes 

the merge client button to stop responding

Still working 

on it

4561 Merging clients with attachments error Fixed Custom Fields

4560 PDE causing business tier to crash Fixed

4559 CAREWare can be set up to allow EXE, BAT, DLL uploads Fixed 63

4557 Custom Report Display issue with limited permissions Fixed 63

4550

Demographics displays date of death using the case Fixed date instead of 

the date of death entered under vital status Fixed Demographic 63

4549 Permission issue for Lab Test Mapping tool Fixed

4548

Increasing the field size limit for a control does not increase the field size 

limit for custom client fields Fixed Custom Fields 63

4546

Apostrophe in provider name in CAREWare generates an import error if 

SQL PDE was used in the past. Fixed PDI/PDE 63

4543 Browser Cross-Site Scripting Filter Misconfiguration Fixed

4542 SessionID Token Stored in Local Storage Fixed

4541 Arbitrary File Upload Fixed 64

4538 HL7 Socket Interface Autopurge Issue Fixed

4537 Sorting the date column in Central Client merge is incorrect

Still working 

on it Client Merge

4536

Checkbox controls with custom captions in CW5 form designs revert to 

default caption after being converted to CW6 format Fixed

4535

RSR question 69. Missing is showing all Asian clients rather than just the 

missing clients when viewing the client list. Fixed RSR 63

4532

Performance Measure Aggregate Report Change Providers list cannot be 

searched or sorted and page controls do not work Fixed Indicator Module 63

4531

Performance Measure Client List Change Providers list cannot be 

searched or sorted and page controls do not work Fixed Indicator Module 63

4530

Custom fields with characters can generate a duplicate value error when 

merging

Still working 

on it Client Merge



4529

New passwords sometimes can't be decrypted and force the user to have 

to get their password reset before they can logon Fixed

Password Reset 

Manager 62

4528

In CW6 form designer, shrinking datepicker, combobox width makes 

button go down to the next line

Still working 

on it

4526 Unable to edit filters in Financial Report Fixed Reports (canned) 63

4525 Error Message for Duplicate Code in PM Fixed 62

4524 Import error if import file is clicked while file is loading Fixed PDI/PDE

4521 ADR Viewer total Unduplicated Client Count does not display client list Fixed ADR 63

4520 Images in form designer are not displayed in CW6 build 61 Fixed

4518 Find client results missing searchable custom fields Fixed Find client 63

4517

Business Tier fails to write to the events log file when this file is being 

used by another process. Fixed

4516

For CW5 form designs without a form date control, a custom form record 

for a client can't be added after converting to CW6 format. Fixed

4514

Assign Providers displays providers as unchecked even though that are 

checked when using search field Fixed

Provider/User 

Manager 63

4512 User Action Report Acting User list is missing users Fixed Reports (canned)

4511 Appointments Report only displays 51 results Fixed Reports (canned)

4510 Appointments search field limits results to 51

Still working 

on it Scheduler

4509

Referrals cannot be added/edited if a custom combo box is activated for 

more than one service category Fixed Referrals 60

4506

HTTP headers Content-Security-Policy, X-Content-Type-Options, X-XSS-

Protection are not in HTTP responses served by CAREWare HTTP Server Fixed

4504

Disable Change Passowrd, Security Questions, Log Off, and other items 

like password reset which have little to no effect when OIDC is enabled

Still working 

on it



4503 Including the full name of a report filter eliminates that filter from the list Fixed Custom Reports 64

4502 Searching contracts limited to 51 results Fixed Contracts 64

4501 Service Detail Report limited to the first 50 clients Fixed Reports (canned) 64

4500 Annual and quarterly custom fields are not present in CW6 form designer Fixed

4499 HL7 Socket Interface Couchbase Data Transfer Improvement Fixed

4498

Female clients are counted for the ADR error Clients with Male or 

Unknown Gender with a Cervical Pap Smear which do not have Pap 

Smears. Fixed ADR

4497 Hl7 Socket Interface Annual Review stub issue Fixed

4496 HL7 Socket Interface Performance Enhancements Fixed

4495

Custom tab fields in form designer are restricted by tab page, causing 

problems for form designs owned by central, used by multiple providers. Fixed

4494

When synchronizing custom field values clicking next and searching does 

not work for the provider list Fixed Custom Fields 60

4493 Navigation issues with "Back" in the HL7 Interface Fixed

4492

Custom subform memo controls are not converted to CW6 format during 

form conversion DT Update Fixed

4489 404 error when printing lists with permissions restricted to View Client.

Still working 

on it

4488 Duplicate Client requires no permissions Fixed

4487 Can't directly edit criteria from list of form designer rules.

Still working 

on it

4485 RDR Setup has no Release Lock function. Fixed RDR 59

4484

Calculation for Last Poverty Level quality check message No Poverty Level 

Assessment entered within the last six months is incorrect

Still working 

on it Anual Review

4483 Use Totals set as Grouped By results in a count in custom reports

Still working 

on it Custom Reports

4482 Can't add screening lab for client in form designer in build 58 Fixed



4480 Unable to enter decimal when editing service units

Still working 

on it Services

4478

Reports within the client record lock the setup documents across all 

clients. Fixed Reports (canned) 59

4474 Delete a Provider region Fixed

Provider/User 

Manager 60

4473

Screening counts under Clincial Setup and under Screenings Setup do not 

match

Still working 

on it Screening

4471 Appointments date sorting incorrect Fixed Scheduler

4465 Combo Box Not Showing Values; it is not clear why to the user Fixed Custom Fields

4464 Error Adding a Race Value to a New Client Fixed 58

4461

Border of controls, containers that have been selected in form designer 

are not visible in Edge browser. Fixed

4460

Viewing list of controls that can be added to custom subform container in 

form designer fails if "Memo", "Attachment", or "Hyperlink" custom fields 

are present in the custom subform. Fixed

4459

Unchecking all forms in the Personalize list in custom forms for a client 

removes the Customize button Fixed

User Interface 

(General) 59

4457

Central Performance Measure Aggregate Report Provider Selection does 

not work correctly

Still working 

on it

Performance 

Measure Module

4456

Can't print client custom form record in CW6 using Microsoft Edge 

browser Fixed

4453 Agency Information - Address Javascript Alert Fixed

4452 Address CAREWare Interface for Accessibility Fixed

User Interface 

(General)

4451 Unable to add attachments in referrals Fixed Custom Fields

4449

Attempting to add a form designer rule when an encounter grid is present 

on the page throws a BT error. Fixed

4446 Custom Report assignment screens in Form Designer are ambiguous Fixed

4445

When in user, provider, group assignment lists in form designer, a user 

can't navigate away using vertical menu links. Fixed



4444

If a user deletes a page other than the last page in form designer, pages 

are not contiguous Fixed

4443

Form Designer encounter report grid uses today's date instead of form 

date to filter records. Fixed

4442 Encounter Report Error Fixed

Encounter 

Report

4440

PDI import from Central Administration fails during Encrypted UCI Test 

for CW6 build 56 Fixed

4439

Attempting to view case note without employee in form designer throws 

BT error: "The case note with pk [guid] does not exist". Fixed

4438

Adding the second column to an encounter grid in form designer: 

"Required parameter GridPK is missing" Fixed

4433 HL7 Socket Interface additional stub creation issue Fixed

4432

Sorting is not working for the provider list after clicking change providers 

in the Create Client List option for Performance Measures Fixed

Performance 

Measure Module 60

4431 Error filtering financial report by viral load suppression PM

Still working 

on it

Performance 

Measure Module

4428 Search Change Detail report error

Still working 

on it Change Log

4426 Error Clicking on Services Fixed 56

4424 Column Widths not saving in b55 Fixed 56

4423 PDE Should not automatically export custom subform records

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

4421

Performance Measure Create Client list changes all PMs to the 

Performance Measure section

Still working 

on it

Performance 

Measure Module

4418

Attempting to add a new custom subform with the date label field blank 

throws BT error for failed SQL insert Fixed

4417

CSV and Display in Window have different data sharing results for services 

in custom reports Fixed Custom Reports 56



4416 Delete Client Issue who imported labs through HL7 Socket Interface Fixed

4415 Change password issue with ServerSocket

Still working 

on it

4414 Client merge deletes primary client Fixed Client Merge

4413 Other/Unknown ADAP diesnroll reason is not editable

Still working 

on it ADAP

4410

Uploading a sharing document, then clicking "Back" throws BT error: 

Object does not contain tag: T&gt; Fixed

4409

BT Error: "The LockRequest argument is required" when turning sharing 

attachment requirement on or off. Fixed

4404 HL7 Autopurge functionality timeout issue Fixed

4403 Error running custom report with eligibility custom combo in filter Fixed Custom Reports 55

4402 Error adding quarterly custom fields to custom report filters Fixed Custom Reports 55

4400

Resizing columns on filter lists results in a different column being resized 

than the intended column.

Still working 

on it

4399

Add ablility for API worker to log into CAREWare directly using username 

and password when OIDC is enabled Fixed

4397

User reported font size for custom reports is smaller than 12, which is an 

ADA issue

Still working 

on it Custom Reports

4395 Custom field client add error

Still working 

on it Add Client

4393 Weird error message when choosing a Fixed contract

Still working 

on it

4392 No service in X Days report bug

Still working 

on it Reports (canned)

4390

Eligibility Funding Source list is incomplete until a user changes the date 

when editing Fixed Demographic

4389 Back button error for client merge

Still working 

on it Client Merge

4386 Filter throws error in Clients with no tests in X days report

Still working 

on it Reports (canned)



4383 Show Column Error: "The LockRequest argument is required" Fixed

User Interface 

(General) 55

4381 Service edit data entry issue Fixed Services 55

4380

New labs, screening labs, and screenings are missing from the columns 

list for Grid Setup

Still working 

on it Reports (canned)

4379

Provider by Provider Sharing Show This column displays Nothing Shared, 

even though sharing options are enabled

Still working 

on it Data Sharing

4378 HL7 Socket Purge task does not specify the total number of records Fixed HL7 Lab Import

4377 HL7 Message patient identifier issue

Still working 

on it HL7 Lab Import

4376

HL7 Messages with empty identifier being flagged with "Duplicate ID" 

status Fixed HL7 Lab Import

4374 List filtering on PDE custom field selection is not working correctly

Still working 

on it

4372 Error adding Immunization record for a client

Still working 

on it Immunizations

4370

RW-related (Program income and Pharmaceutical Rebate Funds) services 

not showing in the RSR

Still working 

on it RSR

4369

Clinical Encounter Preprints has jEncounterReportSetup instead of the 

encounter selected

Still working 

on it Reports (canned)

4368 XML PDI/PDE does not do attachments Fixed PDI/PDE 55

4365

Error editing permission groups, No provider permissions record exists for 

the domain. Fixed

Provider/User 

Manager

4364

PDI Import History screen has two Status columns. The second has a 

value of undefined for all imports. Fixed PDI/PDE 55

4363 Error in the application creating custom PDI template Fixed PDI/PDE 55

4362 Print or Export feature cache issue Fixed

User Interface 

(General) 55

4361

Client Report in ADAP is displaying provider enrollment status and date 

rather than ADAP enrollment status and date.

Still working 

on it Reports (canned)

4360 Common note text is cut off in Client Report display

Still working 

on it Reports (canned)

4359 ADAP Enrollment Status Error Fixed ADAP



4355 User session still open after closing browser window for CAREWare Fixed

Client/Server 

Connection 55

4353 Last Screening Result blank in Clients with no tests in X Days report

Still working 

on it Reports (canned)

4352 Insurance Service Errors Fixed ADAP

4351 Error clicking next page button for PDE Funding Source Filter Setup Fixed PDI/PDE 58

4350 Provider User Manager action cache issue Fixed

Provider/User 

Manager

4349 Activating all medications, then clicking "Back" does nothing. Fixed 55

4348

Adding a new custom control, then editing attachment content types or 

combobox values, then clicking "Back" takes the user to an empty custom 

control record instead of the one they were editing. Fixed 55

4347

Clicking "Cancel" from the list of control properties: "Please select a 

control property before editing it". Fixed

4346

Selected control must be a page or longitudinal container when returning 

to design view after adding control in form designer. Fixed

4345 In form designer, assigning providers, users throws business tier error. Fixed

4344

Custom Form data entry: combo boxes set not visible by control property 

still show picklist icon. Fixed

4343

DomainPK parameter is missing when checking for duplicate test when 

entering lab. Fixed 55

4342

Clicking "Back" from Assign Provider Groups for USER: <Username> 

screen: "Please select a user before viewing provider assignment" Fixed

4341 Display PDF image files from Quest to be viewed on the interface Fixed HL7 Lab Import

4336

Evaluate Group for Performance Measures has display issue for 

percentages in browser and in CSV

Still working 

on it

Performance 

Measure Module

4334

CAREWare Value missing from the PDI Mapping Details list even though 

the value has been mapped

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE



4333 bad ZIP file when I PDE as XML Fixed PDI/PDE 55

4332 Last HL7 Record Error Fixed HL7 Lab Import

4331 Diagoses import issue in HL7 Socket interface Fixed

4329 Error when correcting min and max date values in subfilters Fixed Custom Reports 55

4328 Error making MDB template Fixed PDI/PDE

4327 Cannot Log in after Timeout Fixed

Security 

(Automated) 54

4326

PDI Delete import is included in the back link queue so you receive an 

error if you click back after a delete. Fixed PDI/PDE 54

4325

This Provider Only for Encounter Report Settings remains checked after 

unchecking and saving the change Fixed

Encounter 

Report 60

4324

Receive unhandled System.AccessViolationException when trying to run 

the PDI in some instances. This shuts down the business tier. Fixed PDI/PDE 54

4322

PDI issue exp_provider table has fields that are too small for data in the 

cw_domain table and this can cause the PDI to fail Fixed PDI/PDE

4321 PDI Client Mapping Error Fixed PDI/PDE 55

4320 Clinical encounter preprints report errors Fixed Reports (canned) 54

4319 Funding source label needs to be updated in PDI Template Fixed PDI/PDE

4318 Change Password Error Fixed 54

4317 Unable to delete mappings for HL7 Fixed HL7 Lab Import

4315

Drivers with a modelGetSingleSummary doc call do not properly truncate 

the back queue when saved Fixed

User Interface 

(General) 54

4311

Central Administration service list for a client only displays one provider 

even if that client is active for multiple providers.

Still working 

on it Services

4310

Financial Report needs to use Service report type instead of 

demographics Fixed Reports (canned) 55

4309 Error using Search field for PDI Potential Matches Fixed Services

4308 Error getting list for Referral Class Fixed Referrals

4305

Encounter Report Preprints returns to the list of clients for selection 

when the report setup is edited and saved. Fixed Reports (canned) 54



4304

Form designer loads form designs very slowly when demographic report 

fields are present on the form Fixed

4300

Report task files are not cleaned up from the business tier tempUploads 

folder Fixed Reports (canned) 54

4299 County of residence filter returns multiple selections for the same entry

Still working 

on it Custom Reports

4297

Billing service provided by has a trailing space so causes a text must 

match the list error when attempting a service edit Fixed Services 53

4296 Record Locking does not work correctly Fixed 53

4295 Users can't respond to security challenges during OIDC login process

Still working 

on it

4294 Attachment data file is missing

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

4293 Add Client with preceding spaces generates incorrect URN and EURN Fixed Add Client 53

4291 Service total is not calculated from price and units in the Edge browser Fixed

4290

Quarterly Annual Review generates an error that there is already a record 

for that year

Still working 

on it Anual Review

4289 Prevent change archive settings when data transfer is underway Fixed

4288

Resizing encounter grids in form designer fails if a field name includes a 

period (".")

Still working 

on it

4285 Users are unable to save negative cost ADAP services

Still working 

on it Services

4284 Error in Transferring Archive Data to new database Fixed

4283 Add BT logging to the process of "Transferring Archive Data to Disk" Fixed

4282

Form data records are shared through Provider Setup sharing if sharable 

property is false for the form design. Fixed

4281

Previous export settings are used for the current export due to no save 

button Fixed PDI/PDE

4279

When form designer sharing is enabled on provider-by-provider basis, 

form data records are not shared. Fixed

4278 HL7 Socket Patient Matching issue Fixed HL7 Lab Import



4276 Error deleting Central User Group

Still working 

on it

Provider/User 

Manager

4274

Filtering client search list throws business tier error: "Object does not 

contain tag: T&gt;", message displayed to user is blank. Fixed

4273 In subfilters, the min max date fields switch places

Still working 

on it Custom Reports

4272 Scheduled CSV Report Export Error Fixed

4266 Bring Forward button missing from Annual Screenings

Still working 

on it Anual Review

4265

Client resolution fails when adding duplicate client when numeric custom 

field is activated for client add area. Fixed

4264

Attempting to create a third party billing claim with domain info not set 

up throws BT error.

Still working 

on it

4262

Can't run referrals report from Central Administration: "No providers are 

selected" error when providers are selected. Fixed

4259

Running the financial report with "Apply Filter" checked, report filter 

empty throws BT error.

Still working 

on it

4256

Custom fields that are set as required do not give a warning when 

switching to different screens without saving

Still working 

on it Custom Fields

4255

Get a message that the subservice is not active during the contract period 

if no contract is selected rather than a message saying that the contract is 

required. Fixed Services 51

4253

Change "var" to "let" in javascript variable declarations where variables 

are intended to be local in scope

Still working 

on it

4252

Custom service fields are missing from the custom filter list for the 

financial report

Still working 

on it Reports (canned)

4251

Warning message that no data field exists for label, vertical line, 

horizontal line inside longitudinal container in form designer. Fixed

4250

Medications filter list title is "undefined" when navigating to list via 

"Change/View Medications" link in form designer. Fixed

4248

Form designer browser tab does not behave correctly when user session 

is disconnected. Fixed

4247 RSR Client Viewer file upload issues

Still working 

on it RSR



4246 Hispanic or Latino has the option unknown listed

Still working 

on it Demographic

4245

Clicking Provider Setup in Administrative Options throws error: Column 

'dmn_title_2_prv_id' does not belong to table Table1 Fixed

4244 Form designer error message is ambiguous: "Select a control" Fixed

4243

Custom Reports need to be able to be run for a single client in form 

designer Fixed

4242 Error clicking Back link on duplicate client resolution list

Still working 

on it Add Client

4241

Add Client adds automatically without notification when entering client's 

name in lowercase (The genders have to be mismatched as well.)

Still working 

on it Add Client

4240

Previously selected control is not always selected when returning to form 

designer design view from another screen. Fixed

4239 PDE Error dmn_title_2_prv_id column does not belong to table Fixed PDI/PDE 49

4238 Error evaluating performance measure group Fixed Indicator Module 49

4237 Add Service does not save billing fields Fixed Services 49

4235 Error in Provider Setup Fixed Setup Wizard 49

4233 Error converting some forms when upgrading from CW 5 to CW 6.

Still working 

on it Form Designer

4232

Custom service field list does not contain custom fields that are active in 

other locations. Fixed Custom Fields 48

4231

Performance measure fields that contain one or more temp tables in 

their filters do not work as aggregate report fields. Fixed Custom Reports 48

4230 No option to map custom service combo box values in the PDI Fixed PDI/PDE

4229 Performance Measure Fields do not work in crosstab reports Fixed Custom Reports 48

4228 Service Custom Field error for new control Fixed Custom Fields 48

4227

Clicking "Back" from adding values for newly added custom combo box 

sends user to empty custom control instead of combo box record

Still working 

on it

4226

Adding custom control, mapping to custom subform, getting add control 

list for custom subform LC in form designer throws error Fixed



4225 PDI from BT folder does not map provider to the import log record. Fixed PDI/PDE 48

4223

Unable to save field name for subfilter in Date Diff filter for Last Eligibility 

Field Value

Still working 

on it Custom Reports

4222 Inactive/Case Fixed should be removed from the list for enrollment status

Still working 

on it Enrollment

4219

Adding custom tab control to form design from Central Admin throws 

error. Fixed

4218

PDI generates a system error with a token when the import settings are 

not configured for a provider

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

4217 Unable to edit Low and High values for labs that are HRSA defined

Still working 

on it Labs

4216 Error updating to build 47Fl

Still working 

on it

4215 Form Designer Error Fixed Form Designer

4214 Unknown option appears in the Race/Ethnicity section Fixed Demographic 48

4213 PDI- Error importing records that were entered today Fixed PDI/PDE

4212

When selecting client for User Messages, client for client tab instead of 

selected client is used. Fixed

4211 Client URN can't be found for User Messages when PII encryption is on.

Still working 

on it

4210 Phone type missing from client address fields Fixed Demographic 48

4209

Form designs set as universal are not available for use by providers not 

directly assigned. Fixed

4208

Custom Forms vert menu link in clientinformation.htm is disabled when 

logged into Central Administration Fixed

4207

PDI Poverty level assessment holding tank needs to allow nulls for 

individual income Fixed

4206 Remove gender restriction on pregnancy record entry Fixed

4205

Selections for Service Data Setup in Group Rapid Entry become blank 

after clicking Save Fixed

Group Service 

Wizard

4204 Error adding group rapid entry records. Fixed

Group Service 

Wizard



4202

Adding client with DOB Estimated? field set to true results in added client 

with DOB Estimated? set to false. Fixed

4201

Form designer "Hispanic (ethnicity)" checkbox value is not saved 

correctly. Fixed

4200

When entering client's contact info, selecting "Include in mailing label 

reports?", clicking save: "Text must match the list" validation error on 

Mailing State field when state has space char in name.

Still working 

on it

4199

Adding a client with a numeric custom demographics tab control enabled 

for add client throws BT error Fixed

4195

BT error when deleting form designer control: Collection was modified; 

enumeration operation may not execute. Fixed

4194 Medication report type comments field is mislabeled as C&T Comment Fixed Custom Reports 60

4193

When adding Insurance Assessment, selecting from Primary Insurance 

combo box with billing turned off, key populates field instead of label and 

javascript error is displayed Fixed 48

4192 Eligibility records not getting set to processed in SQL PDI Fixed

4191

Active employees appear in the orders "Sent To Employee Name" picklist 

even if "Can be sent to" is false for an employee Fixed

4190

BT error when updating common storage integer value through user 

interface: Unable to cast object of type 'JSONNumber' to type 

'JSONString' Fixed

4188 HL7 Socket Interface AutoAddEncounter issue

Still working 

on it

4187

If a single file in unmapped provider is missing prv_name in exp_provider 

all other imports generate error when importing. Fixed PDI/PDE

4186

Unable to complete test email for smtp setup, the require check box 

shows ssl instead of TLS, secure check box used to be read only. Fixed

Security 

(Automated)

4185 Page navigation button location on RSR viewer

Still working 

on it



4183

Inactive Providers are showing up in Selected Providers menu in 

Performance Measures Fixed

Performance 

Measure Module

4182

User Action Report setup document throws an error from real time 

providers Fixed Reports (canned) 48

4181 Demographics custom field value is not copied to other domains Fixed Custom Fields 48

4180 SQLPDI Start Time does not match the sch_ev_next_event_date time Fixed PDI/PDE

4179

SQLPDI version check does not update cw_pdi when SLQ PDI is initiated 

by importing or by adding custom field templates Fixed PDI/PDE

4178 Error in Client Search when Using Custom Field Fixed Client Search 48

4177

Canceling Add Client screen from Possible Matches screen gives a blank 

screen

Still working 

on it Add Client

4175 Unable to search or click next page for tags when there are more than 20 Fixed Contracts 48

4172 False administrative alarms Fixed

4170 Log Add Provider in the user change log Fixed 48

4166 Medication has indication data entry errors. Fixed Custom Reports 48

4165 Medication has indication navigation error Fixed 48

4164

A demogrpahics tab custom control set activated for Add Client generates 

and error. Fixed Add Client

4159 Diagnosis Link Summary errors Fixed

4158 Medication Setup Filter List Bug Fixed 48

4157 Print single client case notes in multiple case notes report Fixed Reports (canned)

4156

Refresh Counts changes the import status to Ready to Process even if 

there are zero records that are ready to process

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

4155

Diagnoses entered before ICD10 convert date use ICD9 definitions, but 

definition document fields are labeled "ICD 10"

Still working 

on it

4152 Search System Logs columns do not sort Fixed

User Interface 

(General)

4148 No NDC selected error when editing NDC from view single mode. Fixed



4147 Editing Eligibility Status By Date Subfilter generates an error Fixed Custom Reports 48

4145 Pregnancy Status is being reported incorrectly in RSR

Still working 

on it RSR

4144 srv_date_created is updated when users edit a service using the PDI

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

4143 Object reference error in scheduled PDE

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

4142 Client matching screen does not sort by Score column Fixed PDI/PDE

4141 Race/ethnicity labels are not consistent Fixed Demographic

4140 Form add error Fixed Form Designer

4136 PDI - Update Demographic Data and 2 others Fixed PDI/PDE

4130

Get 3 User Unknown errors on ClientInformation if you log off of the 

index.htm tab with a client tab open Fixed

User Interface 

(General) 48

4129 SMPT Setup Improvments Fixed 48

4128

Username does not appear in upper section of screen after logging in 

with OpenID Connect Fixed

4126 Masked custom fields' values are not being masked for custom tab. Fixed 47

4125

A Provider Session Disconnected message appears every few seconds, 

however reloading the screen allows data entry. Fixed

User Interface 

(General) 47

4124

Activate should be the first menu item for combo box values so that 

double clicking will activate the clicked value Fixed Custom Fields 47

4123 Nav Bar Text is undefined for Merge Subservices Fixed Contracts 48

4118

Form designer control rule error message is not displayed, save is allowed 

when error-type rule is violated for checkbox control when in form add 

mode. Fixed

4117

Add Client does not populate Ethnicity field at all when reviewing possible 

duplicate client in Client Resolution Fixed Add Client 48

4116

Can't add longitudinal container with subtype to form design, bt error 

thrown. Fixed

4115 Hard requery after version upgrades. Fixed 48



4114

Business tier error when saving referral record after deleting associated 

service: "The client key must be supplied In the RecordPK." Fixed

4110 Pregnant last visit not workiing on clinical encounter report Fixed Reports (canned) 45

4109 Vital signs in Clinical Encounter Preprint generates and error. Fixed Reports (canned) 45

4106 Clinical Encounters Preprint shows records prior to the date span selected Fixed Reports (canned) 45

4105 Eligibility custom fields are only partially implemented for the PDE

Still working 

on it PDI/PDE

4103 RSR reports Insurance fields other and no insurance twice Fixed RSR

4102

bt error: "There is no row at position 0"  when getting menu items for 

client custom tab. Fixed

4101

Client eUCI is set to "Error" when adding a client with a single or double 

quote as the first character of First and Last name.

Still working 

on it

4100

Client can't be added with single or double quote as first character of first 

or last name. Fixed

4099 Custom Service Matching Custom Fields are blank Fixed PDI/PDE

4098 Uploading and saving an ADAP medications file fails Fixed

4097 Data Entry Mode not being checked for custom client tabs Fixed Custom Fields 48

4096

PDI setups matching on non-searchable custom fields are allowed, 

leading to bt error, failed import processing.

Still working 

on it

4094 Update provider user manager buttons with more accurate/clear labels

Still working 

on it

4092 Error adding and managing new user Fixed

Provider/User 

Manager

4091

Business tier exception thrown when viewing referrals list after matching 

service to referral: "The client key must be supplied in the RecordPK." Fixed

4090

Error "Cannot find column [f4f07d9a2f3e54d12be0218d8fa71fde7]" 

thrown during manual client matching for PDI import. Fixed



4089

Custom report filter dates when using static date option switch <= to >= 

and switch >= to <= Fixed Custom Reports 42


